
With Pandora Stories, Creators are able to curate Playlists and Mixtapes 
comprised of music and comedy tracks from Pandora’s extensive catalog. 
Curators can further customize Programs with their own commentary, or that 
of a collaborator, by uploading Voice Tracks sequenced within the Program. 

 
Pandora Stories combine the best of aspects of podcasts and playlists to help 
Creators expand beyond classic listening experiences and bring exclusive, 
engaging content to people in a whole new way.

Q: HOW DO I SIGN UP TO CREATE PANDORA STORIES?
A: If you would like to create Pandora Stories, please provide the required information 
on this form. 
 
Q: WHAT IS A CREATOR? 
A: Any individual or group that creates Playlists and Mixtapes in AMP is a Creator. An 
individual Creator could be a songwriter, comedian, podcaster, or music enthusiast 
looking to share their perspective and tell a story. Group Creators could be record 
labels, brands, movements, or publications with a desire to connect with their followers 
through music. 

Q. WHAT IS A PROGRAM? 
A: Creators build Programs via their curator profile on AMP using Pandora’s pre-licensed 
catalog of music and comedy. Programs can be in the format of Mixtapes, Playlists, or a 
combination of both.     

Each Program has a unique URL which can be shared on or off Pandora’s platform to 
pull in listeners. A given Program can remain live on Pandora indefinitely or run for a 
set period of time. Creators have the option to refresh the content of their Programs, 
although they are not required to do so.    

Creators also have the option to include commentary in their Programs by recording 
and uploading Voice Tracks, which can be sequenced to play throughout the Program. If 
you wish to include Voice Tracks in your Program, be sure to select a Mixtape or Playlist 
format, as Mixtape + Playlist Programs cannot support Voice Tracks.
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Q: WHAT ARE PLAYLISTS?
A: Created in AMP, Playlists are curated sets of music or comedy tracks, that can also 
contain Voice Tracks. Pandora Premium subscribers can listen to Playlists directly. 
Non-subscribers can listen to Playlists after watching a short video advertisement. All 
listeners can see the full tracklist of Playlists and can listen in the set order or in shuffle 
mode. 

Q: WHAT ARE MIXTAPES?
A: Created in AMP, Mixtapes are curated sets of music or comedy tracks that function 
similarly to Radio stations. All listeners can directly access Mixtapes, which will always 
play in shuffle mode without a visible tracklist. Limitations regarding track skips and 
replays in Mixtapes mirror those across Pandora Radio.  

Mixtapes also must adhere to a set of guidelines put in place by the federal government 
called the DMCA compliance rules. For a Mixtape to be DMCA compliant, it has to 
include at least 80 tracks from at least 16 albums by at least 10 artists. In AMP, you 
will see an option for Pandora to suggest content for your Mixtape as well as a set of 
content trackers to help you reach DMCA compliance. 

        

Q: WHAT ARE VOICE TRACKS?
A: Voice Tracks are messages recorded by any Creator, artist, or featured guest that 
add context or commentary to the Program listening experience. Voice Tracks are not 
advertisements - although they can organically promote music, comedy, or podcast 
releases - and should instead be used to make listeners laugh, cry, or learn something 
new.  

These messages can include a custom image and title, and have the option to include 
a call-to-action button that links listeners to another destination on or off Pandora’s 
platform (barring competitive streaming services). When listeners tap the button, your 
Program will continue playing as an in-app browser directs them to the linked site. 

A Voice Track can be set to play as an introduction to your Program, before or after a 
specific track within the Program, or as an unattached message playing as sequenced in 
a Playlist or at random in a Mixtape. 
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Q: CAN I INCLUDE MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND OF MY VOICE TRACKS? 
A: No, music beds are not allowed behind the voice-over.

Q: CAN MORE THAN ONE PERSON SPEAK IN A VOICE TRACK?
A: Absolutely! In fact, we highly encourage it - the more engaging discussions the 
better! As an example, here’s a Pandora Story series by our Pandora Comedy team 
called ‘Behind The Bit’ which features two comedians discussing their favorite jokes and 
anecdotes.

Q: ARE THERE ANY LIMITATIONS AS TO WHAT I CAN SAY IN MY PANDORA STORY? 
A: Voice Tracks should be genuine and conversational; therefore, we do not require 
clean dialogue in your messages. However, Voice Tracks must comply with Pandora’s 
content policy condemning all hate speech or language encouraging violence or 
discrimination. Similarly, Voice Tracks cannot include any disparaging or derogatory 
comments toward any individual or group. 

Voice Tracks also cannot include advertisements or sponsored messaging.

Pandora reserves the right to edit or remove any content that does not comply with 
these policies.

Q: ARE THERE ANY LIMITATIONS REGARDING PROGRAM OR VOICE TRACK COVER 
ART? 
A: Cover art must be submitted as a .jpg or .png file at 72dpi between 500x500 - 
1200x1200px. 

Cover art must not:

• Depict content not owned by the Creator

• Promote hate or violence

• Depict pornographic images

• Include blatant product placement or outside branding
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Q: WILL MY VOICE TRACKS PLAY IF SOMEONE LISTENS TO MY PLAYLIST IN SHUF-
FLE MODE? 
A: Currently, Voice Tracks in Playlists will not play to listeners in shuffle mode. However, 
you can expect to see this capability in the future. 

Q: WILL MY VOICE TRACKS PLAY IF SOMEONE LISTENS TO MY PLAYLIST OR MIX-
TAPE IN OFFLINE MODE? 
A: Currently, Voice Tracks in Playlists and Mixtapes will not play to listeners in Offline 
mode. However, you can expect to see this capability in the future. 

Q: WILL MY VOICE TRACKS PLAY IF SOMEONE LISTENS TO MY PLAYLIST OR MIX-
TAPE ON A CE DEVICE? 
A: Currently, Voice Tracks in Playlists and Mixtapes will not play to listeners on CE 
devices including voice assistants, smart speakers, or vehicles. However, you can expect 
to see this capability in the future. 

Q: WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE START/END DATES IN MY PROGRAM 
BASICS SECTION VS. THE START/END DATES IN MY TRACK SET HEADERS? 
A: The start/end dates in Program Basics indicate the window of time during which your 
Program is discoverable on Pandora. It is important that your first track set has the same 
start date as your Program Basics. This will ensure that music is visible when listeners 
click into your Program. 

Any additional track sets you create should include a start date on which the new set 
will override the original set. You do not have to make changes to Program Basics when 
creating new sets. 

Q: ARE THERE ANY LIMITATIONS REGARDING PROGRAM TITLES OR SEARCH 
TERMS? 
A: Creators are not permitted to impersonate or intentionally mislead listeners with titles 
or search terms intended as click-bait. 

Pandora reserves the right to edit or remove any content that does not comply with this 
policy.
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Q: HOW IS THE “NO PREMIUM ACCESS” BADGE DIFFERENT FROM THE “RADIO 
ONLY” BADGE? 
A: Tracks marked “Radio Only” cannot be played on-demand on the Premium tier and 
therefore cannot be included in any Playlists. Tracks marked “No Premium Access” 
can be heard by subscribers listening on the Premium tier, but cannot be heard by 
ad-supported listeners accessing Premium via a video advertisement. Therefore we 
recommend limiting your use of “No Premium Access” tracks in Playlists.

Q: HOW MANY TOTAL TRACKS CAN BE INCLUDED IN A SINGLE SET? 
A: A single set can contain up to 200 tracks.

Q: CAN I PREVIEW MY STORY ON PANDORA?
A: Yes! To preview your Story:

1. Save your Story as a Draft

2. Open the Programs tab of your curator profile 

3. Find the Program you wish to preview in the Program list

4. Click the three-dot menu of the Program listing

5. Select “Preview Content” 

Q: HOW DO PANDORA LISTENERS DISCOVER PANDORA STORIES?
A: Pandora Stories will be recommended for listeners in the Featured Playlists section 
of Browse and in Search. As a Creator, you are able to assign Browse tags and Search 
Strings to your Programs to help with these recommendations. We encourage you to 
use up to five browse tags and as many relevant search strings as possible to ensure 
that listeners are easily able to find your program. Like with all recommendations on 
Pandora, suggestions will be personalized for listeners based on their listening habits. 
Stories will be differentiated from regular Playlists with a “talking head” icon alongside 
the Story title. 

Additionally, each Program you create will be assigned a distinct URL, allowing you to 
share them directly with your fans and followers. 
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Q: WHY AM I STILL SEEING TRACKS THAT I’VE REMOVED FROM MY PROGRAM IN 
THE PROGRAM ANALYTICS VIEW? 
A: Placeholders for tracks that have been deleted from your Program will automatically 
appear at the bottom of the track set to preserve performance data. To indicate that 
these tracks are no longer live in your Program, the window of time in which they were 
live will be visible in grey text.  

Q: HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE FOR A PROGRAM TO GO LIVE ON PANDORA AFTER 
IT’S PUBLISHED?
A: Once submitted, it will take approximately an hour for your Program to complete 
processing before it is ready to go live on the designated start date. While your 
program is processing, it will appear to be in Draft mode, regardless of start date. If you 
are having any trouble submitting your Programs, please reach out to  
creator-support@pandora.com. 

Q: WILL I RECEIVE A NOTIFICATION WHEN MY PROGRAM GOES LIVE?
A: Yes, you will receive an email notification and a notification in your curator profile’s 
Activity Feed when your Program goes live. If you add new Voice Tracks to an existing 
Program, you will also receive a notification when these go live.
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